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INTRODUCTION
The northern Yellowstone National Bark elk herd has been con
sidered a problem herd, ecologically out of balance with its winter
range, since the early 1900*s.

This study, emphasizing movements and

concentrations of individually marked elk on their winter range, is a
preliminary phase of extensive investigations of movements, concen
trations, and migrations of the northern herd over its entire range.
Rocky ^fountain elk (Cervus canadensis nelsoni) (Bailey 1935)
have been described

e ls

residents of the Yellowstone National Park area

since the first explorers and trappers visited the country in the early
1800 's.

Bie remoteness of the region plus eairly protection from public

hunting saved resident herds from the decimation experienced by game
animals during the late iBOO's throughout much of the country.
was aimed toward preserving the Yellowstone^ elk

e ls

Policy

a last remnant,

ELnd elk from this region eventually served as a basis for restocking

many former ranges.
Nearly complete protection within the Park plus increasing
settlement on former elk ranges adjacent to it resulted in a rapid in
crease in the numbers of elk utilizing the limited winter range area
Just inside the northern border of the ftLrk, an area which in primitive
times had probably served only as fall and spring range for elk win
tering in the Yellowstone Hiver Valley north of the Park.

ly I89O an

^Hereafter throughout the text, Yellowstone National Park may
be referred to simply as "Yellowstone" or "the Park".

estimated 25,000 elk were utilizing range inside the Park during the
winter, and by 1915> the number had increased to over 37,000.

This

resulted in extensive damage to vegetation and soil over much of the
winter range, massive periodic winter kills, and excessive competi
tion detrimental to other species utilizing the range.

In recent

years it has been determined that certain areas of the sunmer range
have also been damaged by overuse.
The realization of the seriousness of the situation stimulated
a series of studies to evaluate range damage and the determination of
carrying capacity.

By 193 ^, official policy was finally changing

from an attitude of protection and herd increase to one of management
involving reduction of the herd to carrying capacity and annual har
vest of the increment.

Reduction and harvest, however, were hard to

attain in Yellowstone.

Elk were subject to hunter pressure only in

the relatively few years that substantial numbers were forced across
the boundary by severe weather.

A combination of hunter-kill, trap

ping and live shipping, euad limited shooting by Park personnel from
1934 to 1961 failed to bring about the desired reduction.

During

the winter of 1961-62, the herd was finally reduced to neeir the
estimated carrying capacity.

Emphasis was placed on direct reduction

(shooting by Park personnel) within the Park, and over 5,000 elk were
removed from the winter range, leaving about 6,000 in the herd.
Helicopter trapping techniques were developed during that
reduction which make it possible to take the desired harvest by livetrapping.

Management now involves removal of the estimated annual

increment by a combination of hunter harvest outside the Park and

direct reduction and live-trapping inside, with emphasis on livetrapping when insufficient hunter kill is attained.
Proper management, however. Ideally involves more than the
indiscriminate removal of the annual increment.

Factors of habit or

tradition, a gregarious instinct, and variable winter conditions
serve to concentrate segments of even a reduced herd on local areas
of the total range where damage to the vegetation and soil may con
tinue.

The most desirable management would be the selective removal

of elk which would focus the annual harvest on those which habitually
congregate on critical areas of the winter and summer ranges.

In

addition, policy has always given preference to hunter-harvest out
side of the Park as a means of removing surplus elk.

However, it

has long been felt that the continual removal of elk which exhibit
the greatest tendency to migrate to lower areas may have encouraged
development of a sedentary herd disinclined to leave the Park even
during hard winters.

With sufficient information, it may be possible

to design a selective harvest which would tend to relieve pressure on
those elk which ordinarily leave, thus encouraging the continuance of
migration out of the limited winter range area within the Park.
Selective removal would also avoid the unintentional decimation of
segments of the herd which may not be contributing to range damage.
Before such intensive management can be applied, however,
much more must be known of movement and concentration patterns of in
dividual elk and segments of the total herd, especially on the winter
range where the harvest is made.

There must be an understanding not

only of movement patterns, but of the degree to which they are

duplicated from year to year and of how they are affected by yearly
variations in forage, snow depth, and weather conditions.
Biis study has been designed to provide answers to some of
these questions.

Nearly 1,000 elk were trapped, marked, and released

for study during the winters of 1962-63 and 1963-64.

They were marked

with durable, highly visible, individually coded collars which facili
tate field identification over long periods of time.

Rie marking

system was initially designed and tested by Dr. John Craighead and
Maurice Hornocker, and has been further evaluated in the field during
this study.
The primary objectives of this phase of the study were:
1.

To observe marked and unmarked elk on the winter range
both inside and outside Yellowstone National Park to
determine:
a.

General movements throughout the winter season.

b.

Individual daily mov«nents.

2.

To determine concentration and dispersal of elk on the
winter range.

3.

To determine structure of the herd on the winter range.

Kiis thesis is based on field work conducted between January
1, 1964, and March 27, 1964.

The period between April 9 and August

20, 1963 was spent in the field on winter, spring, and summer ranges,
and while field work during this period did not contribute directly
“o the thesis, it did provide valuable familiarization with the study
area and the marking system.

STJDÏ AREA.
Location and Physiography
The boundary of Yellowstone National Bark encompasses an area
of 3^72 square miles on the crest of the Rocky Mountain range,

ühe

greater portion of the Bark lies within the northwest corner of
Vtyoming, with the north and west boundaries extending a few miles
into Montana and Idaho.
Most of the BELrk is a high plateau approximately 8,000 feet
above sea level, but with valleys descending to between 5,000 and
6,000 feet and mountain ranges with peaks rising to over 10,000 feet.
The Beartooth Range lies to the north, the Absaroka Range to the
east, and the GeuLlatin Range to the west.
Range cross the southern border.

Spurs from the Teton

Lying wholly within the Park are

the Washburn Range and the Red Mountains.

The Continental Divide

runs through the southwest portion of Yellowstone.
This high plateau and mountain country contains numerous
lakes, the largest of which is Yellowstone Lake with approximately
100 miles of shoreline, and gives rise to three major river systems,
the Yellowstone, the Missouri (Madison and Gallatin Rivers), and the
Snake, which have extensive tributary systems throughout the Bark.
Climate
Temperatures during the summer months for the I ^k in general
average about 60°F. with average maximums in the seventies (U. S.
Dept, of Commerce 1959)*

Winters are cold and temperatures rarely

6
climb above freezing.

January is the coldest month with average

diurnal temperatures ranging from near zero to the mid twenties.

All

areas of the Bark have recorded at least 4o°F. below zero at some
time, the lowest being -66°P. near West Yellowstone in 1933.

During

occasional mild periods, however, winter temperatures will reach the
forties.
Annual precipitation varies throughout the Bark from 13-7
inches at Lamar Ranger Station to 38.3 in the southwest corner.
Snowfall is heavy, with most of the Baxk receiving an average of 150
inches annually.

The lower elevations, however, receive less than

100 inches, with Mammoth, Tower Balls, and Lamar Ranger Station, a n
on the elk winter range, averaging between eighty-five and ninetyfive inches.

At higher elevations, amounts are normally over 200

inches, with local areas receiving around four hundred.
Summers are quite sunny, with July and August having between
seventy and seventy-five percent of the available sunshine.

During

the winter, storms from the North Bacific bring frequent cloudiness
and sunshine averages only forty percent.
Wind velocities vary greatly throughout the Bark, being
generally much lighter at the lower elevations and in the valleys
than at higher elevations.
A summary of temperature and precipitation data from 1930 to
1959 for Yellowstone Bark headquarters at Mammoth is presented in
Table 1.
Vegetation
Approximately eighty-two percent of Yellowstone Bark is

T
forested, ten percent grassland, and the remaining eight percent non
vegetated (n.p.s. 1 9 6 3 ).
Table 1. Summary of average monthly precipitation and temperatures
recorded at Mammoth, Yellowstone National Bark, from 1930 through 1959
(U. S. Dept, of Commerce, Weather Bureau).

Temperature C°FT^

Precipitation Totals Cinches)

Mean
5:00 p.m.

Daily
Min.

Mean
Precipitation

Meau
Snow, Sleet

Month

Temp.

Daily
Max.

Jan.

1 8 .0

2 7 .2

8 .8

1 .1 0

1 7 .7

Feb.

2 2 .0

32 .1

1 1 .8

0 .9 0

1 3 .4

M elt.

2 7 .0

3 7 .9

1 6 .1

1 .2 7

16.3

Apr.

3 8 .1

51.3

26.3

1 .2 9

6.4

May

47 .2

60.4

3 4 .0

1 .7 5

2 .1

June

54 .4

68 .0

40.3

2 .2 9

0 .3

July

62.8

79 .3

46.4

1 .1 5

T

Aug.

61.1

7 7 .5

4 4 .7

1 .3 2

T

Sept.

52.3

6 7 .4

37.2

1.20

1 .3

Oct.

42.4

5 5 .0

2 9 .8

1.16

4 .7

Nov.

2 8 .7

3 8 .4

1 9 .5

1.02

11.4

Dec.

22.4

3 0 .9

1 3 .8

1.11

1 4 .9

Annual

3 9 .8

52.1

2 7 .4

15 .5 6

8 8 .5
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Biree of the six life-zones listed hy Dauheninire (1 9 ^3 ) as
characteristic of the Rocky Mountain region are found here.

These

are the alpine tundra zone, the Englemann spruce-subalpine fir zone,
and the Douglas-fir zone.
The alpine tundra zone is found in the mountainous area above
timberline which is at about 10,000 feet above sea level in the ftirk.
The cover is composed chiefly of dense low-growing stands of grasses
and sedges.

Alpine meadows occurring above timberline provide exten

sive summer range for elk.
The Englemann spruce-subalpine fir zone occupies a belt about
2,000 feet in elevation iimnediately below the alpine tundra zone, and
includes the greater portion of Yellowstone Bark.

It is characterized

by a climax association of Englemann spruce (Picea englemanni) and
subalpine fir (Abies laaiocarpa). Areas within this zone provide
spring, summer, and fell elk range.
The Douglas-fir zone occurs at an elevation immediately below
that of the spruce-fir zone, euad is represented in the Dark prinarily
in the northern half at elevations below 7>000 feet.

The characteristic

species is Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii). There are d s o scat
tered stands of white-bark pine (Plnus albicaulis) and aspen (Bopulus
oides) where site and moisture are suitable.

Extensive areas

are not forested, but support a grass-sagebrush association which
McDougall and Baggley (1956) believe probably were originally a de
tached portion of the Balouse prairie which occurs in northern Idaho,
with the prevalence of sagebrush in Yellowstone being due to overgrazing by elk.

Ihis grass-sagebrush community within the Douglas-fir

9
zone provides the present northern Yellowstone winter range and will
he discussed below in greater detail.
Although Englemann spruce, subalpine fir and Douglas-fir are
the climax tree species of Daubenmire's life zones, they have largely
been replaced in the Bark by lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) as a re
sult of a long history of forest fires which have destroyed the climax
and opened the way for the establishment and continuance of sub-climax
pine forests.

According to McDougall and Baggley (1 9 5 6 ), lodgepole

pine forests are now the most extensive type of plant conmunity in the
Bark, covering nearly three-fourths of its area.
Bellowing fire, the serotinous cones of the lodgepole release
seeds into the burned area, resulting in dense, even-aged stands
(Spurr, I96 U).

If fire does not again occur, these stands will even

tually be replaced by climax spruce-fir and Douglas-fir stajads, and
possibly white-bark pine in some areas (N.P.S. I9 6 3 ).

Horton (I9 5 6 )

estimates that from 225 to 375 years exclusion from fire is required
for succession to take place from pine to spruce and fir, and McDougall
and Baggley (1956) state that two or three fires each century are pro
bably sufficient to perpetuate the pine stands.
Although not as extensive as lodgepole, aspen is common in
the Baxk, especially in the northern areas and is also recognized as
a sub-climax species which may replace climax spruce and fir following
fire, especially on cooler and wetter sites (Spurr, 1964).

Bates

(1 91 7 ) believed that lodgepole pine followed heavy burning and aspen
followed light burning, and that aspen invaded the more mesic sites
in areas of greater soil fertüily.
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Eauna
Yellowstone Bark supports a diversity and abundance of AnimAi
life.

% e Majiual of General Information (N.P.S. 1963) lists seventeen

species of fish, four amphibians, five reptiles, sixty manmals, and
two hundred thirty-eight birds as having been identified during some
peurt of the year within the Bark.

Most are quite ccmnnon, but some are

known only from one or a few specimens.
Common large herbivores include elk (Cervus canadensis), bison
(Bison bison), moose (Alces alces), mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus),
bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis), aiid pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra
americana ).
Many carnivores inhabit the Bark and prey upon the abundance
of rodents and lagomorphs reported there by Bailey (1930 ).

They in

clude the grizzly (Ursus arctos horribilis), black bear (Ursus americanus), coyote (Canis latrans), marten (Martes americana), short
tailed weasel (Mistela erminea), long-tailed weasel (Mistela frenata),
and mink (Mnstela vison). The river otter (Lutra caneidensis) is also
common,

ühe badger (Taxidea taxus), red fox (Vulpes fulva), skunk

(Mephitis mephitis), and bobcat (lynx rufus) are largely confined to
the lower regions in the north portion of the Bark.

Î5ie wolverine

(Gu Io luscus) has not been reported since the 1920*s.
Hie wolf (Canis lupis), mountain lion (Felis concolor), and
coyote, All once conmon in the Bark were actively hunted as late as
the 1920*s (Cahalane 1939)"

As a result, the wolf has been exter

minated and sightings of cougar are extremely rare.
however, is still very common in the Bark.

The coyote,
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THE NORTHERN YELLOWSTONE PARK WINTER BANGS
During October and November elk begin to appear In scattered
herds on the fringes of the grass-sagebrush areas silong the lAmA-r and
Yellowstone River valleys in the northern part of the Bark.

Elk con

centrating on these areas are referred to as the Northern Yellowstone
Herd.

Intensive phases of this study were conducted on the winter

range of the Northern Herd.
Winter Range Location and Physiography
The general location of the winter range area is shown in
Figure 1.

It encompasses an area of 300 to 350 square miles along

the Lamar and Yellowstone River drainages.

From below Gardiner at an

elevation of about 5^000 feet above sea level, the range extends in a
southeasterly direction for thirty to forty miles to approximately
the T,500 foot contour.
The area is surrounded by mountain ranges and high plateaus.
Immediately to the north lies the Beeurtooth Range, and to the east,
the Absaroka Range, both with peaks rising to over 11,000 feet.

Cie

Gallatin Range rises steeply to the west, and on the south lies the
Washburn Range and Mirror Plateau.
An extensive network of streams and rivers drain from the
high country into the Tj^na-r and Yellowstone Rivers.

Primary tribu

taries entering the Tinmar from the north are Soda Butte Creek and
Slough Creek.

Crystal Creek and Amethyst Creeks as well as several

other minor systems drain into the Tiamar from the Mirror Plateau.
The Lamar is a tributary of the Yellowstone River.

Little Buffalo

Creek, Hellroaring Creek, and Crevice Creek are major streams entering

Aori
VELLO

AtlON

fi&i

r\">

Figure 1.

Location and general dimensions of the northern Yellowstone Park winter range
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the Yellowstone from the north.

The Gardiner River is the major

drainage from the mountains to the west, and HLacktail Deer Creek
and Tower Creek originate in the Washburn Range to the south.
BDints from which field work was conducted include the town
of Gardiner which is located at the north entremce to the ftLrk near
the west end of the winter range;
south of Gardiner;

MEuanoth, located about five miles

Tower Falls Ranger Station, located about midway

in the winter range;

and Lamar Ranger Station near the east end of

the winter range.
A highway traverses the length of the winter range and con
nects Gardiner, Mammoth, Tower Falls, emd Lamar.

It is kept open to

vehicle travel throughout the winter.
Winter Range Climate
Weather records for the past thirty years are available for
a number of stations within the winter range area.
Mammoth, Tower Falls, and Lamar.
been recorded since 1956.
the four stations.

Weather conditions at Gardiner have

Gardiner, at 5,300 feet, is the lowest of

Mammoth, five miles south of Geirdiner, is nearly

1,000 feet higher at 6,200.
is at 6,500 feet.

These include

Tower Falls is at 6,300 feet, and Itamar

Since Mammoth, Tower Falls, and Lamar are within

fifteen miles of one another and differ in elevation by only 300 feet,
long term weather averages for the three stations are similar.

The

weather at Gardiner is usually more moderate due primarily to the
lower elevation.
During any one winter month, long-term average snowfall at the
three upper stations varies by no more than five inches.

Figure 2
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gives these averages, based on records over the past thirty years at
Mammoth and Tower Palls, and thirty-eight years at Lamar.

Gardiner

snowfall records are available for only the past nine years.
Although long-term averages indicate a marked similarity in
snowfall at the three upper stations, conditions from year to year
can be very dissimilar.

At the Mammoth station over the past five

years, monthly snowfall has varied as much as twenty-six inches from
one year to the next.

Figure 3 gives differences in total snowfall

and mean temperature for the winter months from i960 through 1964.
Weather conditions on the study area can also vary greatly
during any one year from one station to another. Temperature and
snowfall data from Gardiner, Mammoth, Tower Palls, and Lamar during
the winter of 1963-64 (Pig. 4) illustrates this.
Prom December through March, monthly average temperatures on
the winter range were between 10°F. and 30°F.

Average temperatures

during April were approximately ten degrees warmer.

Monthly total

snowfall varied frcan only a trace at Gardiner to near twenty-five in
ches at the upper three stations.
ühus far, only total snowfall during a certain time period
has been considered.

The amount on the ground, however, is of primary

importance in influencing elk movement and distribution, and is deter
mined not only by the total amount falling, but by the interactions of
exposure, temperature, and wind, all of which may vary from area to
area on the winter range.

During the winter of 1963-64, depth on the

ground varied from month to month and between stations as shown in
Figure 5»

The greatest depths, accumulating during February and
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March, varied from four inches at Gardiner to 28 inches at Tower Falls.
Winter Range Vegetation
Over half of the winter range is covered with a grass-sagehrush
complex with forests being dominant for the most part only on the
higher areas and on north slopes.
% e common trees are Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine, with sub
alpine fir and Englemann spruce appearing on some of the moist areas
above 7>000 feet.

Scattered stands of limber pine (Pious flexilis) are

common near Mammoth, and white-bark pine at higher elevations.

Rocky

Mountain juniper (juniperus scopulorum) is present on a few of the
lower areas.

Aspen forms numerous conspicuous stands on moist sites

throughout the winter range.
Understory shrubs include bearberry (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi),
grouse whortleberry (Vaccinium scoparium), russet buffaloberry (Shepherdia canadensis), shinyleaf spiraea (Spiraea lucida), and honeysuckle
(lionicera spp.).

Along watercourses, willow ÇSalix spp.), birch

(Betula spp.), and thinleaf alder (Alnus teniufolia) are common.

The

most abundant shrub of the open slopes and valleys is big sagebrush
(Artemisia tridentata). Shrubby cinquefoil (Bctentllla fruticosa) is
also common.
Forbs are abundant throughout the winter range, especially on
higher slopes where the primary ones are geranium (Geranium spp.),
groundsel (Senecio spp.), eriogonum (Erlogonum spp.), and lupine
(Lupinus spp.).
At lower and intermediate elevations primary grasses are bluebunch wheatgrass (Agropyrcn spicatum), basin wild rye (ELymus
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clnereus), Caiiby bluegrass (Poa canby1), Sandberg bluegrass (Poa
secunda), and Cusick bluegrass (Poa cusickli). On higher slopes and
ridges, bluebunch wheatgrass, Idaho fescue (Festqca idahoensis), oatgrass (Daathonla spp. ), bluegrasses, and needlegrasses are most common.
Noxious weeds observed on the lower range near Geirdiner
Mammoth include dalmatlan toadflax (Llnaria dalmatlca), whltetop
{Cardarla draba), bindweed (Convolvulus arvensls), and Canada thistle
(Cirsium arvense).
A relatively small area near the northeast entrance, once
under cultivation, now supports a thin stand of smooth brome (Bromus
inermls ) and crested wheatgrass (Agropyron cristatum). Considerable
areas have been taken over by cheatgrass brome (Bromus tectorum) and
other annuals.
!Rie foregoing references to vegetation are from a number of
sources, including Bailey (1930), Rush (1933), Grimm (I938 ), McDougall
and Baggley (1956) and Cooper (1 9 6 3 ).

Most were substantiated by the

author during this study.
Winter Range Fauna
During the winter, elk, moose, bison, bighorn sheep and mule
deer concentrate on the winter range where they remain until milder
weather allows them to disperse to higher surrounding areas.
Each species varies as to numbers and distribution on the
winter range.
sentation.

Use by elk will be considered in detail in this pre

Population information on other ungulates on the winter

range during 1963-64 was provided by the National Park Service
(Bermore I9 6 5 ).
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Antelope. % e population is estimated at from 300 to 350.
During spring, summer, and fall, they use portions of the entire
winter rsuage.

Winter use is confined to the lower winter range be

tween Mammoth and the north Bsirk boundary.
Bighorn Sheep.

The population is estimated to be from 150 to

200. Winter use is confined to localized steep escape terrain dis
tributed throughout the winter range.
Bison. The estimated population of about 190 animals on the
northern winter range is subject to yesir to year fluctuations because
of interchange with bison wintering in other peurts of the Bark.

Most

of the winter use is on the eastern half of the winter range.
Mx)se.

The number of moose using the winter range is unknown.

There are probably over fifty, and may be many more.

Use of the range

is heaviest in winter, but some moose remain on the area the year
round.
Mile Deer.
unknown.

The numbers of mule deer using the range is also

As many as 300 have been observed between Mammoth and the

north Bark boundery during spring and fall migrations.

During the

winter, they are largely concentrated on the western half of the
winter range with most being between Mammoth and the north Bark
boundary.
Carnivores. Also conspicuous on the winter range during the
winter months are coyotes which may be observed in large numbers.
HISTORY OF THE NORTKERN YELLOWSTONE ELK HERD AND RANGE
Rocky Mountain elk were once distributed throughout much of
what is now the United States and Canada.

They Eire presently found
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primarily in the Rocky Mountain Region (Mirie 1951 )•

They originally

inhabited both the prairies and mountains, being much more abundant
on the former (Mirie 1951, Koch 1941).
Advancing civilization brought about the destruction of elk
inhabiting the plains year-round, and the near destruction of those
that migrated to the lowlands each fall from the mountain summer
ranges (Mirie 1951)*

Elk populations were at an mil time low near

the turn of the century with the majority of those surviving being
found in the mountain regions.
Yellowstone National Bark, established in I872 , provided sanc
tuary for the remnant herds which summered on the high alpine meadows
and migrated each fall to lower winter range where weather was less
severe and forage more easily procured.

According to Cahalane (1941),

the Northern Herd at one time wintered in the lower Yellowstone valley
north of the Bark, sometimes moving as far as seventy miles from the
Bark boundary (Figure 6).
Very early distribution within the Bark is hatrd to determine.
Grimm (1935) stated that while large herds were not mentioned by
early visitors, travels were usually confined to the season when elk
would normal ly be scattered in small bands over the high summer
range.
Skinner (1 9 2 7 ) and Rush (1933) both quote Bark Superintendent
reports which indicate an early scarcity of game in the Bark with
numbers increasing during the late l800*s.

Increase was rapid and

was probably influenced by predator control, protection from hunting,
and human usurpation of winter range north of the Bark boundary.
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ailes

123

Present Vinter Hange
Ancestral Winter Range
Summer P.ange

Fig. 6. Approxiaate dimensions of present winter range, ancestral
winter range, and suaner range of the Northern Yellowstone Elk Herd,
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Predator Control
The Park maintained a pack of dogs from 1893 to I908 for the
hunting of wolves and cougars.

Cahalane (1939) reports that fifteen

cougars were killed during the winter of 1903-0^into the Park in 1914 and killed nineteen lions.

A hunter was brought
Again in I918 , a

hunter was hired to kill lions, wolves, and coyotes.

Bailey (1930)

reports that after 1915, lions were rarely seen in the Park and that
by 1916 , with persistent hunting and trapping, the last sizable band
of wolves was killed or driven out of the Park.

Not until 1931 did

the Park Service adopt a policy of protection of large carnivores
(Cahalane 1939)Game Protection
Yellowstone Park was not originally conceived as a wildlife
sanctuary.

Hunting was allowed to supply canning peurties.

This con

cession, according to Chittenden (1 9 0 5 ), practically operated as an
unrestricted license for poachers killing game for meat and hides.
The situation was so serious that in l884 an attempt was made to en
act Wyoming territorial legislation to protect auad preserve the timber,
game, fish, and natural curiosities of the Park.

However, the in

applicability of territorial control over a national institution com
bined with inept and sometimes corrupt civil administration led to
extreme unpopularity of the law, and its repeal in I886 .
The United States A m y administered the Park from I886 through
1916 . A m y superintendents were largely effective in stopping poaching

activities, and in 1894 Federal laws were finally passed which provided
the legal machinery needed to halt decimation of Park wildlife (N.P.S. 1963)
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Increase In The Elk Herd
Although the influence that predator control and law enforce
ment had on the elk herd cannot now he evaluated with certainty, there
nevertheless occurred a marked Increase in the numhers of elk using
the northern winter range between I880 and I9OO.
Rush (1933 ) quotes early Bark records which show that in I88 I,
at least 400 elk wintered in the Soda Butte and Lamar Valleys.
there were an estimated 25,000.

By I89O,

Severe winters killed great numbers of

elk — 2,000 to 5,000 in 1892 and 5,000 in I899 — but the increase
continued until in 1915 the herd was estimated at over 37 ,0 0 0 . Ihe
population was probably near its peak at this time.

During October

of 191 9 , over twenty-six inches of snow fell on the winter range and
signaled the approach of "the worst winter in the history of the Bark."
(N.B.S. 1919 )'

"Sy the following spring, it was estimated that over

2 5 ,0 0 0 elk had died.

îHie herd has not increased beyond 15,000 since

that time.
Table 2 gives the estimated population between I892 and I9 6 3 .
Early counts were made by men on foot or horseback, and are subject to
considerable error (Rush 193^).

Counts made in recent years from

helicopters are considered much more reliable.
The increased numbers of elk that wintered within the Bark
was probably due in part to confinement and concentration of the elk
on what was the upper portion of the ancestral winter range.

Origi

nally, the elk had migrated through the present winter range area on
the way to the lower valleys outside the Bark.

By I9OO, however,

conditions described by Cahalane (19^1) prevailed:

2k

'Ta'ble 2. Estimated population of the Northern Yellowstone Bark Elk
Herd, 1892 - 196 $. (From unpublished N.P.S. records).

Year

Estimated
number

1892
1893
1897
1907
1908
1909
1910
1912
1913

25,000
2 5,000
15,000
25,000
25,000
30,000
30,000
30,100
32,200

1914
1916 *
1923 *

35,300
29,500

1926
1927 *
1928 *
1929
1930

14,200

-931
1932
1933
1934 *
1935 *

1936*
1937 *
1938 *
1939

14,500
14,000
1 3 ,0 0 0
13,3 0 0
10 ,6 0 0
1 0 ,6 0 0
1 0 ,6 0 0
12,500
13,000
11 ,0 0 0
11,000
9,7 0 0
11,000
1 0 ,8 0 0

Year
19 to
1941
1942
1943 *
1944
1945

1946*
1947

Estimated
number
12,000
12,500
11,700
9,1 0 0
10,5 0 0
11,500
10,700
9,6 0 0

1948

12,400

1949 *
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956 *
1957
1958
1959 *
i960
1961 *
1962 *

11,000
12,000
12 ,0 0 0
9,2 0 0
10,600
11,500
11,800
8,300
8,200
9 ,0 0 0
7,200
7,6 0 0
10,000
6,800
6,100
6,100
5,000

1963
1964
1965 *

* Years in which actual count was made;
based on count.

(Helicopter)

fHelicopter)
(Helicopter)

(Helicopter)

figure printed is estimate
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...this age-old migration was stopped practically at the
northern boundary of the Barit, because downstream the willows,
sage, and rabbit brush, and aspens that had furnished browse
had been uprooted and cleared away. Fences criss-crossed the
old range. Ranch buildings and villages lay across the former
migration route. Hay was cut and stacked for domestic stock.
When thousands of starving elk tried to get at this forage that
had formerly been theirs, they were slaughtered by the ranchers.
Herds of elk were trapped on Deckard's Flat by hunters and shot
down to the last animal. In this way the remaining elk were
driven back and concentrated in the small upper fringe of their
original winter range within the protected Bsirk.
Commenting further upon the destruction of elk that migrated
across the Bark boundary, Cahalane remarks:
An interesting conjecture is that those elk with a strong mi
gratory urge have been killed outside the Bark, while the pre
sent day survivors sire the descendants of animals that have
always made a precarious living by remaining at the highest
elevations. Can it be possible that the migratory urge is
being bred out of this herd?
Similar events took place south of Yellowstone Bark where
thousands of elk moved south from the summer range within the Bark to
winter in the semidesert areas as far as 100 to 200 miles away.

During

the l88o*s, ranch operations were started along the migration route.
Poaching was intense, and by 1917^ elk no longer appeared on the former
winter range (Allred

1950).

Although it is now believed that confinement of excessive
numbers of elk within the Bark during the early 1900* s was extremely
dameiging to the range, large herds in Yellowstone were then thought
very desirable in view of the drastically depleted numbers of game
animals throughout much of the United States.

Public opinion and Bark

policy were oriented toward ever increasing numbers. During this
period, Yellowstone's first Bark Naturalist expressed this view when
he wrote, "If we cannot preserve the elk in Yellowstone country, we
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cannot preserve them anyvhere as wild animals.” (Skinner 1928).
Range Studies
A long history of over-population has had adverse effects on
the winter range.
for the first time.

In 1911 > the Park officials recorded range damage
From then to the present, the winter range of

the Northern Herd has been the subject of continuing study and ob
servation.
In 1917; Col. Henry S^. Graves, Chief Forester of the Forest
Service, and Dr. E. W. Nelson, Chief of the Bureau of Biological Sur
vey studied the Yellowstone elk situation.

Although they were pri

marily interested in building up game herds, they recommended that the
elk herds in the Bark be maintained at the present size, then totaling
an estimated 40,000 to 45,OCX).

They also recommended that special

studies of elk habits be undertaken (Graves

1919)-

As a result of the last recommendation, W. M. Rush, a long
time employee of the Forest Service, conducted a study of the elk and
their range from December, 1928 to April, 1932.

He concluded that

the winter range had deteriorated fully fifty percent since 1914 due
to overgrazing and drouth, and that sheet erosion had taken place on
more than half the range to a depth of one or two inches.

He found

all browse species to be heavily overgrazed and sagebrush on the lower
range to be dead or dying.

Numerous invader species had replaced

forage grasses and were spreading.

Rush, too, was interested in in

creasing or at least maintaining the size of the herd.

In spite of

the obvious deterioration of the range he did not advocate reduction
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of the herd which then numbered between 12,000 and 1^,000, but em
phasized the necessity of providing additional winter range through
purchase of private lands north of the Bark boundary, and rehabilita
tion of existing range.

Nevertheless, he recommended that, "no means

should be taken to increase the present size of the herd until range
conditions materially improve."

He also stressed continuing range

studies (Rush 1 9 3 2 ).
Bark Service personnel continued the studies initiated by Rush
with intensive studies being carried out between 193^ and 1938 (Grimm
1 9 3 8 ).

Study plots and transects were established, climatic conditions

were observed, game counts were made, and available range through the
winter months was observed and mapped.

From these data Grimm computed

a carrying capacity of J,000 elk for the average winter month, 5,000
during critical winter months of February and March, and 6,300 as an
average figure.
11,000.

At this time, elk in the Northern Herd numbered over

Grimm made special reference to aspen, a favored browse

species, and stated that browsing to the extent shown by study plots
clearly threatened the existence of aspen on the winter range.
IXiring the period of Grimm's study, emphsisis finally switched
from protection and building up of the herds to management embodying
annnfl-i removal of surplus elk.
In 19^8 a Bark Biologist position was established and studies
were initiated that continue today, primarily aimed toward measuring
the response of the range to an elk herd numbering near 5>000, con
sidered in 1958 to be the maximum the range could support (Kittans
1 9 5 8 ).
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Annual Reductions
Since control began in 193^> a combination of methods has
been used to remove the surplus elk.

These have included shooting

by licensed hunters in Montajaa after the elk have moved to lover
winter range outside the Park;
areas outside the Dark;

live-trapping and transplanting to

and direct shooting of elk within the % r k

by Dark Service personnel.

Hunter kill was considered most desirable,

and the majority of the elk harvested have been removed in this manner.
Elk which were trapped and transplanted have served as a basis for the
re-establishment of elk herds throughout the country, but the re
latively small numbers that could be trapped until 1963 contributed
little toward herd reduction.

Direct reduction is a flexible, effi

cient method of removing the surplus, but is subject to adverse public
and political reaction.

Pengelly (1963) has summarized past and

present conditions and the various means of removal of surplus Yellow
stone elk.

Bie annual reductions, including hunter kill, direct re

duction, live trapping, and winter kill from 193 ^ to the present eire
presented in Table 3Although reductions have been conducted since 193^ and a total
of 68,591 elk have been harvested, the herd was never reduced to near
carrying capacity of the range until the winter of 1961-62 when a total
of 5,220 elk were removed;

1,309 by direct field reduction.

A count

of 5,725 elk was made by helicopter following the reduction.
The use of helicopters to control elk movements during that
reduction led to the development of trapping techniques which made it
possible to trap large numbers of elk for shipment to surrounding

Table 3* Record of elk reductions. Northern Yellowstone Herd, Yellowstone National Bark, %roming. (From unpublished N.P.S. records).

Period

uirect
Hunter
Field
Reduction
Kill

1934-35
1935-36
1936-37
1937-38
1938-39

2 ,5 9 8
2 ,2 8 7
257
3,587
2 ,9 7 1

1939-2*0
192+0 -4 1
1941-42

122

1942-43
1943-44
1944-45

1945-46
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61

1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
Totals
*
**
^
2/
^
4/
^
^

223

6*
394

UL*

—
—

275
2 ,0 7 1

—

6,539

691

125
2+03
2 ,0 9 4

—

3,198

no
422

763
3,900
345
50
372
50
25
125
530

30
1,012
42,442

?

551
180
225
307

89
15
89

518
500
52
171
13 *
1 ,9 7 4
717

3 ,9 1 2
3 ,8 1 1

206
297

235
703

49

300

300
250
475

375

316

184

312

217
500
50

——

1 ,0 5 1
674
1 ,2 8 7
4,3 0 9

319
135

14,101

10,647
10,112

100

227

147

6191/
2152 /
1333 /

3,265
2,933
846

10
——
73
76
39

536

,

Actual
Spring
Count

2,324
8,102

563
165
216
593
645

7*

533
68
10

ÎOWt
REDUC
TION

108
872

——

970
2 ,8 3 7

Winter
Kill**

444

16
12
145

3,069
2+0
1,265

Live
Trapping

297
671

866
665

8,264

24l
289

?
?
?
?

?
?

2,417
3,620
1,384
3 ,1 8 6
1 ,0 5 8
2 ,2 9 4
4 ,313
332
1 ,0 5 0
1 ,6 5 8
6 ,5 1 9
1 ,2 8 9
586
1 ,7 4 2
859

476

—
——
—

5,541

i : &
1 ,8326 /

10,281
8 ,7 9 4

10,976
—-

——
--

——
8,235
——
—
8 ,513

—
7 ,815

———
-——
—
——— —
6,963
—
———
4,848

—

(heli)
(plane

8 ,150
5,725

(hell)
(heli)

— —
4,865

(heli)

70,423

Taken for museum specimens or biological studies.
Actual animals counted.
Includes 215 taken for biological steadies.
Total taken for biological studies.
Total taken for biological studies through March 23, 1965.
Includes 13 lost in trapping operations.
Includes 4o lost in trapping operations.
Includes 22 lost in trapping operations.
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states.

Reduction ençhasls has since been placed on this method with

hunter kill being used when possible, and direct reduction when neces
sary.

Interspecific Relationships on the Winter Range
Die buffalo, moose, mule deer, pronghorn antelope, and moun
tain sheep sharing portions of the winter range with elk often compete
for available forage.

Die extremely diversified food habits of the

elk have been reported by Murie (1951), Gaffney (19^1), Cliff (1939),
DeNio (1 93 8 ), Rush (1932), and others.

While primarily grass eaters,

they readily adjust to herbs, shrubs, or other browse when necessary,
and occupy a wide variety of habitats.
When competing on the same range, less vigorous and adaptable
ungulates may be adversely affected.

Competition between ungulates in

Banff and Jasper National Parks, Alberta has been reported by 35^6^ -~
(1 9 6 2 ).

He states:

For that reason (diversified food habits), combined with
£tn ability to use a variety of types of terrain and high
fecundity, elk have adversely affected mule deer, bighorn
sheep, and moose.
Cowan (19 ^7 ) reported that the food requirements of elk com
peted directly with those of moose, bighorn sheep, and mule deer on
Canadian mountain ranges, and that as elk have increased, they have
assumed dominance in the association.
Die same situation exists in Yellowstone with antelope and
buffalo being added factors.

Die antelope compete with elk and mule

deer for sagebrush on the lower winter range, and buffalo compete with
elk for available grasses on higher areas.
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Destruction of habitat by overbrowsing was probably a major
factor leading to the extirpation of white-tailed deer from Yellow
stone Dsurk.

They were once common on the winter range but disappeared

around 1926 (Skinner 1929 ).
Beaver are also directly affected through competition with elk,
Excessive browsing of aspen reproduction prevents the perpetuation of
aspen stands which provide a key food for beaver (Mair

1952).

As a

result, beaver in the Trfunar Valley are now very scarce.
Moose are doubly affected by elk competition.

They compete

directly with elk for willow browse, and are indirectly affected by
loss of aquatic habitat following the disappearance of beaver.

M/IÜERIALS AND ME3S0D6
Trapping
IXiring the winter of 1961-62, 4,309 elk were removed by di
rect reduction from the Northern Herd.

Helicopters were used during

this reduction to move and hold groups of elk.

Experience thus

gained led to the development of techniques which made it possible
to trap large numbers of elk by driving them with helicopters.

It

was found that the method of trap construction, the placement of
traps and the coordinated use of two helicopters were critical to
successful operation.

Howe (1963) has described the development

and use of trapping with helicopters in Yellowstone Park.
Elk which were marked and released in connection with this
study were trapped in one of four traps located on the winter range.
Slough Creek trap and Little Buffalo trap are located near the center
of the winter range area, and the Gardiner and Stephens Creek traps
are near the western end.
Groups of elk numbering from less than fifty to as many as
250 were driven distemces as far as five miles to the traps.

Marking
During the winters of 1962-63 and 1963-64, over 3,000 elk
were live-trapped on the northern Yellowstone winter range.

Of

these, 989 were eartagged, neckbanded, and released for study.

Those

to be marked were hazed into narrow individual stalls in the loading
chute leading from the trap.

While thus held, collars were slipped
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over their heads.

In the relatively few cases where bulls and spikes

were marked, ajitlers were usually sawed off.

About four percent of

the total number marked in 1962-63 and nine percent in 1963-64 were
bulls or spikes.
Three hundred eighty-two elk were marked the first winter and
574 the second.

During the second winter, an additional thirty-three

elk which had originally been marked in 1962-63 were re-marked to
make a total of 607 elk marked during 1963-64.
The Marking System
One of the primary requisites of a study involving observa
tions of animals in the field is a marking system which allows recog
nition of individuals.

A durable, easily observed marker greatly

increases the usefulness of the system (Craighesui and Stockstad I960).
Such a marker was developed by Craighead and Hornocker (un
published) and used on elk during this study.

It consisted of a collar

made from one-half inch colored polyethylene braided rope through
which had been strung seven nine-by-three inch Saf-T-ïlag strips of
various colors.

Four strips of the same color — red, green, white,

yellow, or blue — designated the area in which elk had been trapped.
Two of these area flags were placed on each side of a centrally
located flag indicating which year the elk wsis marked, and could
easily be seen from the ground or air.

Two additional strips, in

conjunction with the eurea flags, rope color, and year-marked flag
provided individual identification for each elk-

For further identi

fication, a numbered pendant was attached to each collar.

A complete

description of collar construction is presented in the Appendix.
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During the first winter, seventy-one of the 382 elk were
marked with collars made of four-inch wide strips of Saf-T-Flag with
individual code designs sewn to them (these collars were designed and
constructed by the National Bsurk Service).

They were not sufficiently

durable to warrant continued use, and no elk were marked with them in
1963-64.
Tables 4 and 5 give the number of collars of each area color
used at the various trap sites.

During the winter of 1962-63, trap

ping and marking techniques were still in the developmental stage.
The great majority of the elk were marked at the Slough Creek trap,
and the same area color was, in a few cases, used at more than one
trap site.
During 1963-64, a quota was established for each trap site
and pre-determined area colors were used at each trap.

White, red,

and green were used at the Slough Creek trap and blue was used at
Little Buffalo.

Relatively few elk were trapped at each of the two

lower traps and yellow was used for both of these.
Observations
A substantial number of marked individuals in a population
makes it possible to obtain information on movements and distribution
which could not be obtained by other means.

The more frequent the

sittings of individual elk the more ccmplete the picture of move
ment, but even a single identification yields information on move
ment from the trap site.

Identification of elk marked the first

winter and returning to the winter range the following year also
yielded information.
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Table h. Area colors and number of collars used at each trap site.
1962 -6 3 .

Trap Sites
Slough Creek

Little Buffalo

GardinerStephens Creek

Color

No.

Color

No.

Color

White

59

Black

11

Red

7

Red

51

Black &
White

?

2

Green

61

Black

60

Black &
White

52

Total*

283

8

19

No.

9

.

* Not including 71 temporary 8af-T-Flag collars.

Table 51963-64.

Area colors and number of collars used at each trap site,

Trap Sites
Slough Creek
Color

No.

White

120

Red

125

Green

124

Total

369

Little Buffalo

GardinerStephens Creek

Color

Color

Blue

No.
116

116

Yellow

No.
122

122
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Che majority of identificaôions of individual elk were made
while snowshoeing on the winter range.

In one instance identification

was made from the hl^way, and in one case, severed elk were identified
from an over-snow vehicle.
Equipment included a 7X50 binocular and a twenty-power spotting
scope mounted on a telescoping tripod.

Che binocular was useful in scan

ning large areas and in locating concealed elk, but nearly all identi
fications were made with the spotting scope.
When marked elk were sighted, they were stalked until close
enough to make positive identification.

The scope was set up and as

many marked elk as possible were identified.

Due to the nature of the

marking system, it was often necessary to see both sides of an elk's
neck to be certain of the code.

This at times involved long periods

of observation, especially if the elk were bedded down. If the elk
had been alerted, it was common for the entire herd to move directly
into the timber, usually in single file.

Individual identification

was often impossible under these conditions since once movement started,
the whole group was likely to disappear having presented only one side
of the collar the entire time.

As a result, all marked elk in a group

were seldom identified during a single period of observation.
An attempt was made to determine rope color at first glance,
and subsequently the remainder of the code. Pope color was by far the
most difficult portion of the combination to determine and so was given
priority in the event tne elk moved to a more distant position from
which the rope color could not be seen.
Almost all observations were made on elk which were in the
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open or on the edge of the timber.

Identification of elk in the

timber was more difficult since light conditions and intervening
trees and brush made a very close approach necessary.
When elk were encountered in the open, identification of in
dividuals could be made with the spotting scope at one-fourth to onehalf mile depending upon weather conditions.

Boor color definition

due to shadows from heavy cloud cover or from falling snow greatly
reduced the distance at which identification could be made.
Determination of the color of the four similar area flags was
usually possible under good light conditions when the elk were at a
distance of one to one and one-half miles.

Identification to area

only did not necessitate the determination of rope color or flag
arrangement.
When conditions were such that it was not possible to read the
entire individual code, the color of the four similar area flags could
often still be determined.

Information yielded by area only identi

fication, however, was limited, and emphasis was always put on in
dividual identification whenever possible.
In eureas relatively close to the trap sites where many maited
elk were repeatedly observed throughout the winter, no attempt was
made to record area color of all marked elk seen.

Oie identification

of elk to eirea only in these cases was usually the result of incomplete
individual identification.
When marked elk were encountered on parts of the winter range
where considerable movement from the trap site was appeirent, area color
was recorded, but individual identification was still the primary ob
jective.
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Trapping activities were conducted during January, February,
and Meirch of 1963-64.

throughout this period, many elk which had been

marked the previous winter were re-trapped one or more times.

Elk

which were newly marked during 1963-64 were also often re-trapped in
the same or different traps.

Each time a marked elk was re-trapped,

its occurrence was recorded by Baric Service personnel.
Re-trap records are a valuable addition to individual field
identifications;
known location.

each occurrence in a trap provides an additional
Re-trapping also made it possible to replace lost or

excessively worn collars.
Records
Forms were used in the field to record the individual com
binations of marked elk observed, herd composition, the date and time
of observations, specific location, and general climatic conditions.
A special form and large scale maps were used during the flights.
Ihrk Service personnel used forms at the traps to record trapping and
re-trapping data.
Periodic Flights
Aircraft make it possible to cover large areas in a relatively
short time from a position which affords an unequalled opportunily to
observe large animals without unduly alarming them.

Airplanes have

thus been used extensively to census game ajid to gather composition
and productivity information, often in areas where it would be ex
tremely difficult or impossible to gather the same information from
the ground.

Banfield, et al. (1955) and Buechner, et al. (1951) have
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discussed the use of aircraft in census work.

Robel (i9 6 0 ) reported

the use of fixed-wing aircraft to determine time, routes, and extent
of movement of segments of Idaho's Selway-Bitterroot elk herd from
winter to summer range.
During the present study, flights were made over all or por
tions of the winter range at approximately ten-day intervals.

All

flights were made in a two-place II5 h.p. Piper BA-12 (Super Cruiser).
On most of the flints, an observer accompanied the pilot to help spot
elk and record data.
Plights were made at an altitude of 300 to 500 feet above the
ground, depending on terrain and turbulence, over a pre-determined
fli^t route designed to give nearly 100 percent coverage of the
winter range.

T5ie flight pattern varied subject to weather, time

available, and elk distribution.

®ie usual practice was to follow a

general flight pattern until elk were seen, then to fly to them and
circle the larger groups until a count had been made suid the number
of marked elk determined.

Groups of elk could easily be seen from the

air under most conditions at a distance of three-fourths to one mile.
Ffeeding areas where the snow had been "worked" were obvious,

ühe

locations of elk and feeding areas were plotted on large scale maps.
Ezophasis throughout the study was placed on the identification
of narked elk, and the flints were very valuable with respect to
that phase.

When flights were made at an altitude of 300 to 500 feet,

collars could readily be seen, and the areas frequented by marked
elk were plotted.

The entire area could not have been checked regu

larly on foot, and valuable time was saved by locating groups of elk
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from the air, determining aggregations of marked elk, and then moving
into these areas on the ground.

Outlying portions of the winter

range which did not warrant investigation from the ground were
readily scouted from the air.
Although it is possible to determine the color of the area
flags from the air, this was not done unless the marked elk were in
a location not readily accessible from the ground.

Aerial identi

fication resulted in extensive harassment of the elk and used up an
unjustifiable simount of the limited flying time.
Radio-Tracking
Between February 1 and March 25, 1964, the daily or semidaily movements of a cow elk were followed through the use of a
radio tracking system consisting of a transmitter collar around the
neck of the elk and a portable receiver used in connection with
various directionally sensitive antennae.

!Rie development and use

of the system has been described in detail (Craighead, et al. 1963).
Bearings were usually taken with a mobile three-element yagi
antenna or with a portable loop antenna from positions along the
road between Mammoth and Cooke City which runs roughly parallel to
much of the winter range.
Five very accurate fixes were made from a fixed-wing aircraft.
The loop antenna was attached to the bottom of the right front strut
of a Piper PA-12, about four feet out from the fuselage.

Ihe antenna

was attached so that the plane of the loop was perpendicular to the
long axis of the wing.

The cable lead-in from the antenna was

wrapped several, times around the strut and taken in through the door
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to the receiver in the rear seat.
firmly in place.

3ie closed door held the cable

Due to engine noise, it was necessary to use ear

phones during the tracking flights.
Bie positioning of the antenna on the strut was such that
the loudest signal was received when the elk was either out in front
of or behind the airplane on a line corresponding to the plane of
the loop antenna which paralleled the line of flight.

If the elk's

position relative to the line of flight was to one side, the signal
was weaker, and there would be an extremely weak signal if the elk
was directly to one side of the airplane in the area of the null
(Figure 7)-

During the flight, the relative position of the elk in

relation to the open face of the antenna loop could be changed at
will by maneuvering the airplane in the desired manner.
In practice, the airplane was flown over the portions of the
winter range where the instrumented elk was most likely to be, at an
altitude varying from 300 to 500 feet depending upon the terrain and
turbulence.

When a strong-pulsed signal was heard over the earphones,

the airplane was flown in a circle.

As the airplane was circling,

the relative position of the elk in reference to the line of flight
was constantly changing.

This produced a signal-null-signal-null

pattern for as long as the circling continued, with the length of
the null portion being about one-fourth as long as the signal portion.
Since the null was heard when the elk was in a position
directly to one side of the airplane, the pilot could easily sight
along one wing and visually "plot’* a line along the ground corres
ponding to the center of the null portion of the signal pattern. The
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elk's position was then scxnewhere along this initial null line.

Œto

more closely determine the location of the elk along this line, the
airplane was flown approximately one mile to either side of the line
and again flown in a circle in order to establish a second null line
crossing the primary one.

The point of intersection closely cor

responded to the position of the elk.
The sequence of flying to various positions around the elk,
circling, and noting the intersections of the null lines could be
done as often as desired, though three or four positions were usually
sufficient.

After the first two null lines were plotted and the

position of the elk was fairly well determined, the airplane was
often flown in a zig-zag path around the elk's position.

Many inter

secting null lines were thus established in a short time (Figure 8 )
and the position accurately established.

Direction of
Strongest Signal

Area of Uall

Area of îînll

Weaker Signals

Fig. T. Relative signal strengths and noil areas froa a fixedvlng aircraft.

Supplenentarj' Full Lines

Initial Line
of Flight
Instrumented Elk

Initial Full line
Second Full Line
Fig. 8 . Procedure used to establish fix from an airplane.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
General Distribution
General patterns of elk movement and distribution within the
Beirk have long been known.

The elk move onto the winter range in the

fall by way of a number of traditional migration routes, with general
dispersal over the winter range being apparently dependent on weather
conditions.

Mild winters allow wide dispersal while severe winters

with deep or crusted snow force movement to lower elevations and
concentrations on favored local areas (Skinner I9 2 8 ). At least some
movement across the north Dsurk boundary toward ancestral wintering
areas takes place almost eveiy year, with conditions on the Bark
winter range determining the magnitude of the movement.
When this study commenced on January 2, 1964, elk were well
distributed over the winter range.

Their distribution through Janu

ary, February, and March is shown in Figure 8 , and is based on com
bined data from ground euid aerial observations.

Only well defined,

relatively large concentrations of elk are represented, individuals
or scattered small groups not having been plotted.

Some changes in

distribution were noted through the winter, the most significant
being the concentration of elk on smaller areas of the range during
February and March;

the appearance during February where none had

been observed previously, and the disappearance of elk from other
areas, in March.
In addition to those concentrated on the areas shown in
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Fig# 9# General distribution of marked and unmarked elk on the northern Yellowstone Park winter range,
January, February, and March, 1964#

ks
Figure 9, a flight down the Yellowstone Valley March l8 revealed over
200 elk about fifteen miles north of the Bark boundary.

None ob

served were marked and it is not known if they were part of the
Northern Yellowstone Herd.
Aerial Reconnaissance

The flights made over all or portions

of the winter range during the study period proved to be the most
satisfactory means of determining the general distribution of elk.
During six of the flints, groups of elk and feeding areas were
plotted on laorge scale maps.

From these maps, a general picture of

elk distribution was apparent.
Ihe total number of elk seen during the flights varied from
a low of 727 to a high of 1,62$ with the average for the six being
1,314.

The object of the flights was not to make a census, and no

great effort was made to count all elk seen.

Although the average

number counted per flight was only about twenty-five percent of the
estimated 5,000 elk in the herd, the distribution of those observed
is considered to closely represent the distribution of the entire
herd.

Ihe whole range and the country adjacent to it were flown

several times, and no evidence of large concentrations or feeding
areas was noted in locations other than those plotted.
Distribution and Mbvement from Observations of Area Flags
Even though certain ground conditions and aerial observations
made complete identification iii^KDSsible, the color of the dominant
area flags, indicating the trap site, could often still be determined.
Information on winter range movements through area identi
fication was limited, however, since there was only one point of
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reference — the original trap site —
movement.

from which to plot subsequent

It could not be known if repeated observations of marked

elk on a particular area were of the same or different animals.
It is apparent from the locations of area observations on
Figures 10 and 11 that elk concentrated on certain areas of the
winter range, the majority being observed a few miles west of the
Little Buffalo trap.

Most elk marked in Slough Creek and Little

Buffalo traps in 1962-63 returned to this area in 1963-64, and the
majority of elk marked in 1963-64 moved to the Hellroaring area the
same winter.
During February, several hundred elk appeared Just north of
the ftirk boundary east of Gardiner, and by early March sixty-five
were seen five miles northwest of Gardiner.
marked.

Many of these elk were

Area identifications show that elk marked in 1963-64 moved

to the Gardiner area from the Slough Creek and Little Buffalo trap
sites, and it is probable that elk marked in 1962-63 followed the
same route.
A group of several hundred elk was observed west of Lamar
Ranger Station early in January.

Ihey remained in that vicinity

until the end of the month, at which time a helicopter drive pushed
about 200 across the Ijamar River and into the Slough Creek trap.
The identity of the group was lost at that time.

Those which were

collared had been marked in 1962-63 and it is felt that this group
had entered the winter range from the east and may have later moved
to the area where some had been trapped the previous winter.
Extensive movement, not supported by individual identification.
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Distribution of elk marked in 1962-63 on winter range, 1963-64 from identification of area
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Fig. 11. Distribution of elk marked in 1963-64 on the winter range the same winter, from identification
of area flags.
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was that of elk marked in the Gardiner and Stephens Creek traps
during 1963-64 to an area ahout ten miles south of the traps.

The

area was never checked from the ground, but a flight February 3rd
revealed elk with yellow 1963-64 area flags northwest of Mammoth.
During another flight eighteen days later, several marked elk were
seen farther south where none had been previously.

It is believed

that these elk moved to that area approximately as indicated on
Figure 11.

Many marked elk from the Gardiner and Stephens Creek

traps were seen in the drainage just west of the Stephens Creek
trap, and some movement to the south may have taken place up that
drainage.
The degree of association of elk marked at the various traps
is suggested from area identifications.

Though elk marked at the

Slough Creek and Little Buffalo traps were seen in close association
on concentration areas throughout the winter, they were never seen
in association with elk marked at the lower traps.

There was an

apparent separation of the Slough Creek - Little Buffalo elk ajid
the Gardiner - Stephens Creek elk to the north and south of the
Yellowstone River.

Further observations will be necessary to con

firm or refute the apparent separation of elk from the two trapping
areas.
Distribution and Movement From Re-trapped Elk
Of the 382 elk marked during the winter of 1962-63, eightyeight (2 3 .9 percent) were re-trapped during the following winter.
Seventy-four of these were re-trapped once, thirteen were re-trapped
twice, and one was re-trapped three times.

Table 6 gives the 1962-63
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trap sites and the re-traps of the following winter.
Table 6.
Original
Trap Site
1962-63

Elk marked 1962-63 and re-trapped 1963-64.
Total No.
Elk Marked
1962-63

Slough
Creek

283

Little
Buffalo

19

No. of Elk
Re-trapped
1963-64

Site of
1st Re-trap
1963-64

65
7
5
4
1
B2(23.9ÿ)*

Slough
Little
Slough
Slough
Little

2

Site of
2nd Re-trap
1963-64

Site of
3rd Re-trap
1963-64

Cr.
Buff.
Little Buff.
Cr.
Slough Cr.
Cr.
Slough Cr.
Buff. Slough Cr.

Slough Cr.
Slough Cr.

Slough Cr.

“3T15.8^)
Stephens
Creek

9

1
1
1
TT33.3^)

Stephens Cr.
Stephens Cr. Gardiner
Gardiner
Stephens Cr.

*Percentage of elk re-trapped from total marked at each trap.
Six hundred and seven elk were marked during January, February,
and March of 1964.
trapped.
twice.

IXiring this period, 105 (17.3 percent) were re

Eighty-nine were re-trapped once and sixteen were re-trapped
Original trap sites and the locations of re-traps the same

winter are presented in Table 7*
All of the elk marked and re-trapped during 1963-64, and the
fourteen marked during 1962-63 and re-trapped more than once the
following year yield information on movement between traps.

The in

formation is limited, however, due largely to the location of the
traps on the winter range and in relation to each other.

The Little

Buffalo and Slough Creek traps are within four miles of each other

Table

J.

Original
Trap Site
1963-64
Slough
Creek

Elk marked 1963-64 and re-trapped same winter.

Total No.
Elk Marked
369

No. of
Elk Re
trapped
25

Slough Creek

15

Little Buffalo

5

Little
Buffalo

Site of 1st
Re-trap

116

Site of 2nd
Re-trap

Slough Creek

Slough Creek

Little Buffalo

Slough Creek

Little Buffalo
Slough Creek
Slough Creek

Slough Creek

9 (7.8*)
Gardiner

Stephens
Creek

76

46

15

Gardiner

k

Gardiner

Gardiner

3

Gardiner

Stephens Creek

3

Stephens Creek

2
27 (35-5*)

Stephens Creek

20

Stephens Creek

À
23 (50.0*)

Stephens Creek

Stephens Creek

Stephens Creek

* Percentage of elk re-trapped from total marked at each trap.
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as eire the Gardiner and Stephens Creek traps,

ülhese two pairs of

traps are in turn ahout twenty miles apart.
The close proximity of the traps in each pair, plus induced
movements within overlapping "trapping eireas" produce conditions
wherein interchange between the two adjacent traps would he expected
and is not necessarily indicative of natural movement from one area
to another.
While interchange was common between Slough Creek emd Little
Buffalo traps, no elk originally marked in these traps were re
trapped at Gardiner or Stephens Creek traps.
elk originally marked in the lower traps —
Slough Creek or Little Buffalo traps.

The same is true of
none were re-trapped in

Several hundred elk moved

from the area of the upper traps to lower range north of the Yellow
stone River near Gardiner.

Many of these were marked, hut none

appeared in the Gardiner or Stephens Creek traps south of the river.
?his indicates a separation during the study period of elk trapped
in the Slough Creek - Little Buffalo area from elk trapped in the
Gardiner - Stephens Creek area.

The same was suggested by area flag

observations and is also substantiated by individual identifications.
Loss of Neckbands
Re-trapping also provided a means by which the probable loss
of neckbands could be computed.

Of the 382 elk neck-banded during

1962 -6 3 , 311 were marked with braided plastic rope collars.

were males and 294 were females.

Seventeen

The following winter, eighty-eight

of these were re-trapped.

Of these eighty-eight, eight (9*1 percent)

had lost their neckbands.

All were females, and four had been classi-
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fled as calves and four as adults when marked.
If It is assumed that the elghty-elght re-trapped elk provide
a representative sample, then approximately twenty-seven out of the
294 females originally marked had probably lost their collars, leaving

284 elk still marked when they returned to the 1963-64 winter range.
During the first winter, collars were purposely put on loosely and nc
provision was made to reduce the size for calves.

With a tighter fit

and modifications for calves (see Appendix), neck-band loss can be
reduced.
Of the seventy-one elk marked with Park Service calf bands in
1962 -6 3 , thirteen were re-trapped the next winter.

Three of these,

(2 3 .0 percent) had lost the collars, leaving about fifty-five marked.
Only two of these collars were seen in the field during the winter of
1963-64, and these were worn to the extent that the individual code
could not be determined.
Distribution and Movements From Individually Identified Elk
During 1962-63, three hundred and eleven elk were marked with
durable, individually coded collars.

Based on trapping returns, about

ten percent lost their collars over the summer, leaving approximately
280 marked elk at the beginning of the next winter.

A total of 574 was

marked during the winter of 1963-64 between December I 8 and March 3,
for a combined total of 854 individually marked elk on the winter range
by early March.
Individual field identifications were made on nearly all por
tions of the winter range.

Of those elk marked in 1962-63, eighty-

four (30 percent) were Individually identified at least once che
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Table 8. Number and percent of bulls, cows and calves identified in
the field, winter of I963 -6 U.

Class

Marked 1962-63
Total No. Field Identifications
Marked &
Released Number
Percent*

Bulls
IT
243
Cows
Calves 51
Totals 311

Metrked 1963-64
Total No. Field Identifications
Marked &
Percent
Released Number

13

17.6
28.0 (3 1 .1 )
2 5 .5 (27.6)

84

2 7 .0 (3 0 .0 )

3
68

22.2

264
256

12
61
73

574

146

25 . 4

54

2 3 .1
2 8 .5

* Percents in parentheses are based on probable number of elk
retaining collars over summer.

Table 9elk.

Frequency of field identifications of individually marked

Year
Marked

Original
Trap Site

Frequency

1962-

Slough Creek

53

22

Little Buffalo

2
55
55

Slough Creek
Little Buffalo

Totals
4

5

7

1

0

0
22
44

0
7
21

0
1
4

0
0
0

72

28

5

1

-

18

4

4

0

0

5

3

:

0

0

1
36

0
10
30

0
1
4

0
1

1

1963

1963 196 k

Gardiner
Stephens Creek

98
98

72

* .85 Individuals
• 124 Identifications

* l46 Individuals
5 ■ 209 Identifications
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following winter.

One hundred forty-six (25percent) of the elk

marked during 1963-64 were identified in thefield at

least once the

same winter. Ihe number of each class originally marked, and the
number and percent identified in the field are presented in Table 8.
Of those elk marked in 1962-63, and observed the following
winter, fifty-five were identified in the field once, and thirty were
identified from two to four times to give a total of 124 individual
identifications of 85 elk.

Ninety-eight of the elk marked in 1963-64

were field-identified once, and forty-eight from two to five times to
give a total of 209 individual identifications of l46 elk.

Table 9

gives the frequency of observations on all elk individually identified
in the field during the study period.
Many of the elk which were individually field-identified were
also re-trapped one or more times during the study period.

These

occurrences in the traps, when considered as individual identifications,
greatly increase the number of known locations.

Of those elk marked

in 1962-63 and field-identified the following winter, thirty-nine were
not re-trapped, twenty-six were re-trapped once, two were re-trapped
twice, and one three times.
Bie first known location of the l46 individually field-identi
fied elk which were marked in 1963-64 was the trap where originally
marked.

Many of these elk were re-trapped during the study period so

that 116 were trapped once (the original marking), twenty-three were
trapped twice (once following marking), emd seven three times (twice
following marking).
When trapping, re-trapping, and field identifications of all
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Table 10. Frequency of combined trap and field identifications;
winter of 1963-64.

Year
Marked

19621963

Frequency of
Individual
Identifi cations

1
2
3
4
5
6

Number and
Percent of elk
Identified in
Each Frequency

39*
27
15
2
1
1

(4 5 .9 $)
(3 1 .8 *)
(IT. 656)
{ 2.4*)
( 1 .2 *)
( 1 .2 *)
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19631964

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Total Number
of Individual
Identifications

39
54
45
8

5
6

157

0**
82

38
19

5
1
1
ÏÏÏ6

(56.2*)
(26.0*)
(1 3 .0 *)
( 3 .4 *)
( 0 .7 *)
( 0 .7 *)

164
114
76
25

6

_L
392

1962-63

and
1963-64

231
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* These elk, marked in 1962-63, were identified only once on the
1963-64 winter range and were not re-trapped. Since there is only a
single point of reference on the 1963-64 winter range, they cannot be
used to compute movements.
** Die original marking location plus field identifications give a
minimum of two known locations for elk marked during 1963-64.
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marked elk on the study area are added, they total 5^9 Individual
Identifications of 231 elk.

Bie frequency of the combined field and

trap Identifications Is given In Table 10.
Various patterns of movement on the winter range are suggested
from these Identifications.

The geographic location of each elk at the

time of observation Is definite as Is the date of observation.

3y

plotting location and time factors, movement patterns become apparent.
Elk Marked IXirlng the Winter of 1963-64
Movements In the form of dispersal from trap areas are best
shown by elk which were marked during 1963-64 and subsequently Iden
tified In the field the same winter.

These will be discussed first

and separately from elk originally marked In 1962-63 and Identified
after their return to the winter range the following winter.
Dispersal From the Slough Creek Trap
the 369

One hundred seven of

elkmarked emd released from the Slough Creek trap during

1963-64 were Identified one or more times In the field throughout the

study period.

Several well defined movement patterns are apparent

from these observations.
toward lower winter range.

In general, movement was to the northwest,
Seventy-seven percent of the elk Identified

moved In that direction following release.

Thirteen percent dispersed

to the south or east.
One of the better defined movements was to the concentration
area

in thevicinity of Eellroarlng Creek (Area 1 In Figure 12),

about six miles northwest of the trap.

Fifty-one elk marked at Slough

Creek trap moved to this area and were Identified there from one to
four times during the three months of the study period.

The number of
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days between release from the trap and the date of the first sighting
varied from seven to sixty-three with an average of thirty-two.

The

time factor in relation to this pattern of movement and others dis
cussed below is considered only as an approximate figure, suggesting
the maximum time to travel between two points, since elk may have
moved to an area shortly after release from the trap and remained
there for unknown periods of time before they were identified.
Characteristic movements of elk from the trap to and within the
Hellroaring Creek area are presented in Figure 13•
Another well defined movement pattern from Slough Creek trap
was to the Deckard Flats area just north of the Park boundary (Area 2
in Figure 12).

Thirty-seven elk were identified on this area about

sixteen miles from the trap site.

Although twenty-four of these elk

were not identified at any other location enroute to the Deckard
Flats area, thirteen were identified on the Hellroaring Creek area
prior to moving across the Park boundary, and it is felt that the
normal path of movement was by way of the Hellroaring Creek area.
No elk were seen on the Deckard Flats area prior to February
29, and all individual identifications there were made during March.
The sixteen airline miles enroute from Slough Creek trap to the Deckard
Flats area were covered in twenty-five to eighty-five days, with an
average of fifty-nine.

The thirteen elk which were also identified

enroute covered the six miles between the trap and the Hellroaring
Creek area in an average of twenty-seven days, and the ten miles
from there to Deckard Flats area in an average of thirty days.
Characteristic movements corresponding to this pattern are presented
in Figure l4.
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The longest movements hy maited elk Trom. the Slough Creek
trap were to the Little Trail area (Area 3 in Figure 12), a distance
of about twenty-one miles.

Biree elk were identified at this location

during March, and two had been identified previously on other areas.
The times enroute between release from the trap and identifications
at the Little Trail Creek area were seveniy-one, seventy-three, and
ninety-one days.

The movements of these elk are presented in Figure

15.
All other movements from the Slough Creek trap, substantiated
by individual identifications, were to the south or east, and re
latively few elk were involved in any one pattern of movement.

Bie

best defined was that to the Specimen Ridge area (Area k in Figure 12),
about four miles south of the trap.

Eight elk were identified on this

area, four in February and four in March.

Time enroute varied from

eighteen days to sixty-one and averaged thirty-four,

ühe movements

of three of these elk are shown in Figure 13.
Eight elk were identified northeast of the trap during March.
Five of these were about two miles from the trap and time from re
lease to identification on this area averaged fifty days.

The sixth

was identified at the same location east of the trap, but had been
identified on the HellroEiring area and re-trapped in the Slough Creek
trap previous to the final identification.

The seventh was identified

with the others northeast of the trap, and later identified again
about two miles southeast of the trap.
four miles to the northeast.
Figure l4.

One elk was identified about

Representative movements are shown in
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Dispersal From The Little Buffalo Trap

Twenty-six of the

116 elk released from the Little Buffalo trap were identified in the
field during the study period.

All movements from this trap were to

the northwest and corresponded to similar movements from the Slough
Creek trap.
Thirteen elk were identified from one to three times on the
Hellroaring Creek area, directly adjacent to the trap site, during
February and March.

Although no movements of over four airline miles

were involved, the time between release from the trap and identifi
cation on the area varied from eight to seventy-six days, with an
average of thirty-four.
Thirteen elk were identified from one to three times on the
Deckard Flats area, about twelve miles from the trap site.
these identifications were made during March.

All of

Two of the elk were

also identified on the Hellroaring area prior to movement toward
lower winter range.

Time enroute to the Deckard Flats area varied

between twenty-six and sixty-seven days with an average of forty-five,
Characteristic movements from the Little Buffalo trap are shown in
Figure 16.
Dispersal Fï%)m The Geirdiner and Stephens Creek Traps

Re

latively few identifications were made on the winter range in the
vicinity of the Gardiner and Stephens Creek traps.

Only thirteen of

the 122 elk marked in these traps were identified.

Little movement

to other areas of the winter range was indicated from individual
identification.

Extensive movements taking place toward the south

which were not substantiated by individual identification have been
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discussed in the section on area flag identifications.
Four elk from the Gardiner trap were identified about three
miles to the west of the trap.

Five elk from this trap moved to the

southeast during Fehrueiry and March^ four of them about two miles and
the fifth about six miles.

Representative movements and times in

volved are shown in Figure 15.
Only four of the elk marked in the Stephens Creek trap were
identified in the field.
site.

One of these was identified at the trap

Three moved to the southeast;

one about two miles, one about

six miles, and one about twelve miles.

These movements and dates of

the observations are shown in Figure 16.
Elk Marked During The Winter of 1962-63
Eighty-four of the 311 elk marked during 1962-63 were field
identified in 1963-64 on various locations throughout the study area.
Since these elk were marked the previous winter, movements on the
1963-64 winter range were plotted from the first identification,

whether in a trap or in the field.

Thirty-nine of these elk were

identified only once so yielded no information on movement between
known locations.

Forty-five were identified two or more times and

the movements between locations were plotted.
All elk identified had been originally marked at the Slough
Creek trap the previous winter, and movements were similar to those
by elk marked in that trap during the study period.
Of the forty-five elk identified two or more times, eighteen
were first identified as re-traps in the Slough Creek trap.

Eleven

of these moved to the rlellroai'ing Creek area, and seven were identified
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on the Deckard Flats area.

Three of those identified on the latter

area were also identified on the Hellroaring area previous to move
ment out of the Park.
Five elk were first identified on the Hellroaring eurea.

Two

moved to lower winter range to the northwest where one was Identified
on the Deckard area and one on the Little Trail Creek area.

One of

the elk from the Hellroaring area was re-trapped at Slough Creek after
having moved to the east, and one was sighted on the Specimen Ridge
area, about seven miles to the southeast.

This movement is the only

record of an elk having moved from the Hellroaring Creek area to the
Specimen Ridge area during the study period.

The time between the

last identification of this elk on the Hellroaring area in February
and the sighting on the Specimen Ridge area in March was thirty days.
The dates and places of identification are shown in Figure 17.
One elk was identified first on the Deckard Flats area and
four days later on the Little Trail Creek area.
Three elk were first identified as re-traps in the Little
Buffalo trap.

One was identified twenty-eight days later on the

Hellroaring area, and one was identified thirty-two days later on
the Deckard Flats area after also having been identified on the
Hellroaring area.

The third elk was re-trapped in the Slough Creek

trap following its release from the Little Buffalo trap, then
identified on the Hellroaring Creek area, eigain re-trapped in the
Slough Creek trap, and finally identified on the Deckard Flats area.
The cumulative distance between the five known locations was about

6k

thirty-two miles.

Fifty-three days elapsed between the first release

from Little Buffalo trap and identification on the Deckard Flats
area.
In general, movements of these elk in the Slough Creek, Little
Buffalo, Hellroaring, and Deckard areas closely matched similar move
ments of elk first marked in 1963-64 with respect to the time on a
specific area and movement between eureas.
One distinctive pattern of distribution and movement was shown
by elk marked in 1962-63•

When the study began in January, a group of

several hundred elk was in the Crystal Creek-Jasper Creek area (Area
5 in Figure 12), about four miles southeast of the Slough Creek trap.
About twenty-five of these elk were marked with 1962-63 collars and
twelve were identified two or more times during the study period.
twelve were first identified on this area prior to January 27.

All

On

January 29, a helicopter drive was made from this area to the Slough
Creek trap and six of the previously identified elk were captured.
None of these six were again sighted sjaywhere on the winter range.
Four of those identified in January were evidently not involved in
the drive emd were sighted during February about two miles to the
east of where first identified.

Two other elk from the Crystal Creek-

Jasper Creek area were identified on the Deckard Flats area in March,
about nineteen miles to the northwest.

IXiring March, very few elk

remained on the area and these at the far west edge,

typical move

ments and dates of identification of elk identified on the Crystal
Creek<rasper Creek area are shown in Figure IT*
None of the thirty-nine elk identified only once on the study
area were observed in any location other than those already discussed.
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Discussion of Movements "by Indlvld^^Tiy Identified Elk
Identification of Individual elk In the field Indicated that
those marked In the two upper traps, Slough Creek and Little Buffalo,
followed approximately the same movement patterns which, during the
study period, were primarily to concentration areas to the northwest
of the trap sites.

Observations of elk and heavily used trails In

dicate that almost all movements toward the lower winter range took
place north of the Yellowstone River.

No marked elk from the upper

traps were seen south of the Yellowstone River below the point where
It is joined by the Lamar River.
The relatively few elk which were identified from the lower
traps showed a tendency to remain In the vicinity of the traps, with
some late season Identifications Indicating movements toward the south
east.

None of the elk were Identified north of the Yellowstone River.
At no time during the study period were meirked elk from the

upper and lower trapping areas identified at the same location.
Distances that individually Identified elk moved from the
trap sites during the study period varied from less than one mile up
to twenty-one miles.

The majority moved less than five miles.

Sixty

percent of the elk released from the Slough Creek and Little Buffalo
traps In 1963-64 moved no more than six miles to the farthest known
position from the trap sites.

Thirty-eight percent moved as far eis

sixteen miles, and two percent as far as twenty-one miles.
Seventy-seven percent of the elk marked in the Gardiner and
Stephens Creek traps were re-sighted within three miles from the trap
sites, fifteen percent moved as far as six miles, and eight percent
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as far as twelve miles.
The majority of the elk marked in 1962-63 which were re-trapped
or identified in the field the following winter moved less than seven
miles from the first identification to the farthest known position.
Sixly-three percent moved no more than seven miles, thirty-one per
cent no more than sixteen, and six percent no more than nineteen.
The location of elk marked in 1962-63 can also be considered
in relation to the original trap site.

Elghiy-one percent of «-11 elk

marked in 1962-63 which were field identified or re-trapped the fol
lowing winter were no more than five miles from the original trap
site.

Twelve percent were no more than seven miles, and seven percent

were no more than sixteen miles from the trap.
With continued observations much more detail could be added to
the picture of movement patterns and elk dispersal.

This phase of the

study was conducted during a three month period in the middle of the
winter;

fall and spring movement on the area were not observed.

In

tensive study during all seasons will be necessary in order to define
herd segments, the degree of interaction between these segments, and
the over-all patterns of winter range use as they are influenced by
varying ecological conditions.
Movements Determined From Radio Tracking
Individual identification of elk provided information on
general movement patterns, but the necessity of covering nearly all
of the winter range on foot as often as possible made concentrated
observations on any single area or any single group of elk impossible.
As a result, no elk were identified by coded collars in the field
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more than five times.
In contrast, the position of the instrumented elk could be
determined at almost any time from the road or from the eiir.

Between

February 1 and March 25, the position of the elk was plotted daily
or semi-daily to provide thirty-eight known locations and a much more
detailed picture of movement than would have been possible by other
means.

Thirteen fixes were made using the triangulation of signals

from two or more points.

On nineteen occasions, it was possible to

receive the signal from only one position along the highway due to
intervening terrain.

In such cases, however, the relative strength

of the signal as well as the physical limits of the winter range im
posed by terrain and snow depth, served to fairly well define the
position of the elk.

On one occasion a fix was made while on foot

in the near vicinity of the elk using the portable loop antenna.
Five very accurate fixes were made from fixed-wing aircraft.
The most common pattern of movement as determined from collared
elk was from the Slough Creek trap to the Hellroaring Creek concen
tration area.

The instrumented elk followed this general pattern.

The elk was one of those driven from the Crystal Creek-Jasper Creek
area into Slough Creek trap on January 2 9 . On February 1, it was in
strumented and released.

Following release, the elk remained within

one mile of the trap for three days.

On the fourth day, it moved

west approximately four miles to within one mile of the Little Buffalo
trap.

It was near the Little Buffalo trap the afternoon of the fifth

day, and remained in that vicinity througn February 12.

On February

1 3 , two helicopters were engaged in trapping activities near the Little
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Buffalo trap.
that area.

Biis resulted in considerable harassment of the elk in

On February Ih, the instrumented elk was found to have

moved two miles to the northwest into the Hellroaring Creek drainage.
The elk remained in that drainage through March 2k, moving up and
down it, a distance of approximately three miles.
Figure l8 shows the path of the drive, the route followed by
the elkfl*om release to the vicinity of the Little Buffalo trap, ana
the location of fixes there and in the Hellroaring Creek drainage.
In the twenty-two hours between release at $:00 P.M. February
1 and 3:00 P.M. the next day, the elk moved only about three-fourths
of a mile, and during the next twenty-six hours, moved about one
mile to the northeast.

Between the third and fifth of February, the

elk moved the four miles to the Little Buffalo trap area, covering
the distance in approximately forty-eight hours.

The distances

covered during known time periods were two miles in about sixteen
hours the night of February 3> and about two miles in eight hours
during the following day.

On February $, approximately one mile

was covered in eight hours.
After the elk reached the Hellroaring drainage, fixes in
dicate shorter daily movements and periods of two to three days spent
in approximately the same locations without appreciable movement
taking place.

The elk spent forty of the fifty-four tracking days

here, in an area not exceeding four square miles.
Movements in Relation to Climatic Conditions
Although emphasis during this study was not on analysis of
movements in relation to microclimatic conditions, certain general
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impressions were gained during the study.
Reaction to Snow Depth

The only extensive movement of in

dividually marked elk was from the vicinity of the upper traps to the
Deckard Hats sirea near Gardiner.

This movement may have been stimu

lated by heavy snowfall which occurred between February 17 AnA February
26.

About twelve inches of snow fell at the Tower Falls Ranger Station,

about ten inches at Lamar Ranger Station, and about seven inches at
Mammoth-

This was the greatest amount falling in any comparable period

during the winter and resulted in snow depth on the ground of about
twenty-four inches at Tower, twenty at Lamar, and eleven at MammothDaily snowfall records are not available for Gardiner, but maximum
snow depth on the ground was only four inches during February.
Snow measurement on February 2J showed depths on the Hell
roaring Creek eirea varying from eleven to thirty-four inches, with
the averELge from forty-five measurements being twenty-two inches.

A

series of measurements on the Deckard Hats area March 1 and March 5
showed an average depth of only seven inches.
It is obvious that the elk moving to the Deckard Flats area
moved to an area where there was much less snow on the ground, but it
is not obvious that snow depth prompted the movement.

During this

same period, several hundred elk could be found on the Hellroaring
and other concentration areas on upper winter range which had not been
stimulated to undertake any extensive movements.

If snow depth alone

was a factor inducing the long movements toward lower winter range,
the data indicate varying degrees of responsiveness, with some elk or
groups of elk being stimulated before others.
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The relative availability of food may have been a factor
stimulating movement.

DeNio (1938), Murie (1 9 5 1 ), and others have

noted that elk can readily dig through as much as three feet of snow
to feed unless conditions of crusting are severe.

Rlk were constantly

observed digging through the snow cover on all occupied parts of the
winter range during the study period.
was measured in February.

The depth of I8 "feed craters"

ELk had dug through I8 to 32 inches of

snow with the average depth being 25 inches.

Snow on the winter

range remained loose or only moderately compacted through the study
period.

No hard crust was observed on any part of the range and re

sponse to this condition could not be evaluated.
Reaction to Wind and Temperature

The reactions of elk to

snowfall, wind, and temperature were noted throughout the study
period and appeared to be fairly consistent.
little response to snowfall alone.

There appeared to be

Elk were observed feeding or

resting "normally" even during heavy snowfall.

However, when snow

was accompanied by strong wind, or during periods of high winds even
without snow, few elk were found on exposed areas and were usually
observed only in the timber or protected drainages.
Temperatures to -30°F. or below were experienced on a number
of occasions during the study period.

Cold temperatures alone did

not cause any noticeable response.
A detailed knowledge of the effects that these and other
climatic factors have on elk movements and distribution on the winter
range would involve intensive measurements which were not made during
this study.

Undoubtedly, much of the winter range behavior could be

T8
explained in terms of response to microclimatic conditions.

Loveless

(1964), in reference to mule deer in Colorado, felt that adjustments
to extreme variations in ambient temperature may take the fonn of
extended movements, or short movements wildiin the principal habitat.
Svrift (194 1 ), Cook and Hamilton (1942), and Cowan (1950 ), have noted
the importance of snow as a stimulus causing deer to concentrate on
an area, and Mirie (1951 ) states that in the fall, snow is the chief
causative factor of elk migration.

Darling (1937), however, found

that Red deer (Cervus elephus) migrated and concentrated in groups
a few days prior to a snowstorm, and snow was not a direct causative
factor•
Movements in Relation to Elevation
Although there is a 2,000 foot difference in elevation between
the upper limits of the commonly used winter range, movements could
seldom be related to changes in elevation.

Extensive movements from

the upper traps to the northwest were toward lower Yellowstone Valley
winter range, but areas actually occupied at either end of the range
differed very little in elevation.

Movements of only two or three

miles within a concentration area often involved elevational changes
of as much as I80 O feet, while a move of over twenty miles from the
upper trap ereas down the major drainage to the northwest would in
volve almost no elevational change.

WINTER STRUCTOEE OF OHE NORTHERN YELLOWSTONE ELK HERD
Method
Herd composition counts were made In the field throu^out the
study period.

Elk were classified sis cows, calves, or bulls, emd no

attempt was made to separate yeeirllng femfiQ.es from adult cows.

In

some cfiuses, where young cows could not be distinguished from cfiQ.ves,
they were @0.1 classified sis antlerless.

When conditions eOlowed, classi

fications were mfiide smy time elk were observed, but priority was given
to the Identification of narked elk, and only a small portion of sOl
elk observed were classified.

Nearly all EirefiLS of the winter range

were covered a number of times, and duplication undoubtedly occurs In
the counts.

Table 11 gives the totaO number classified, the number sind

percent of each

c

I

slss

,

eind ceOfrcow ratios amd bull :cow ratios.

Those

elk classified as euitlerless are Included only In the bull:cow ratios.
Table 11. Classification of elk observed In the field Jsuauary, Feb
ruary, fiind March, 1964.

TotfiQ.
Classified
1383

Bulls
No.
266

^

Clas sIfIcatlon
Cows
No.
^

(1 9 .2 )

751

(54 .3 )

Calves
No.
$
366

Ratios
CfiLLves : Cows
366 : 751
48.7: 100

Bulls : Cows
266 : 1499*
1 8 .0 : 100

♦Including 482 cows or ceO-ves classified only as antlerless.
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(26.5)
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Results and Discussion
Bie calf:cow ratio of 48.7:100 is of particular interest as an
indication of productivity.

This is considerably higher than similar

ratios from counts made in the past.

Over 10,000 elk were classified

by Rush (1 93 2 ) during January, February, and March between I928 and
1 9 3 2 . The data give a calf: cow ratio of about 25:100.

ly 1955 the

ratio, based on the December classification of 3,646 elk was 28:100
(N.P.S. 1955 ) and in 1957 from 2,490 elk was 23:100 (N.P.S. 1957).
The reduction of 1961-62 cut the herd by nearly half and
brought it to a level near estimated carrying capacity for the first
time.

Over 4,000 elk were killed during the reduction, and while

they were sometimes herded by helicopters to within range, they were
shot non-selectively.

Kill records, then, should give a fairly

accurate picture of herd structure. The calf:cow ratio at 26.8:100
is ccmqparable to ratios from early field observations.
Trapping records provide another source of herd structure data.
During 1962-63, 67I elk were trapped on the northern range and classi
fied prior to shipment or release.
classified.

In 1963-64, 1959 were similarly

Calf:cow ratios from the two winters were 42.3:100 and

60.6:100 respectively.

Table 12 gives the composition data from the

various sources.
Data from trap records from 1962-63 and 1963-64, plus field
data from 1963-64 indicate a substantial increase in the number of
calves per 100 cows on the winter range since the 1961-62 reduction.
It is felt that this may be a reflection of increased productivity re
sulting from less competition for available forage and possibly reflects
initial range recovery.

!Bable 12.

Summary of winter classification counts

Source
Rush
Jan, Feb, Mar, 1928-32

Total No.
Classified

Number and Percent of Each Class
Bulls
Cows
Calves
No.
Ho.
$
Ho.
.
?

Calf:Cow
Ratio

10,446

1,462

25.4:100

(14.0)

7 ,1 6 6

(6 8 .6 )

1 ,8 1 8

(17.4)

N.P.S.*
Dec, 1955

3,646

MM*

M
M
M

M
M
M

M
M
M

—
—
—

N.P.S.*
Dec, 1957

2,490

M
M
M

M
M
M

M
M
M

M
M
M

—
—

Herd Reduction*
Winter, 1961-62

4,073

968

(2 3 .8 )

2,448

(6 0 .1 )

657

(1 6 .1 )

26.8:100

671

52

( 7.8)

435

(64.8)

184

(2 7 .4 )

42.3:100

Trap Records*
Dec, Jan, Feb, 1963-64

1,959

204

(10.4)

1,0 9 3

(55 .8 )

662

(3 3 .8 )

60.6:100

Field Classification
Jan, Feb, Mar, 1964

1,383

266

(1 9 .2 )

751

(54 .3 )

366

(26.5)

48.7:100

Trap Records*
Jan, Feb, 1963

*

Data from National % r k Service Records

** Exclusive of

Trapped in Gallatin River Drainage

—

M
M
M

2 8 .3:100

M
M
M

2 3 .0:100
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It should be noted that the high calf: cow ratios from the trap
data probably are subject to some bias.

Table XII gives the trap data

from 1963-64 for the four traps on the northern range.

There is a

large discrepancy between the number of calves per 100 cows captured
in Slough Creek and Little BuffeLLo traps as opposed to the number in
the Stephens Creek and Gardiner traps.

Oiis may suggest differences

in herd structure in the two areas, or may indicate that helicopter
trapping produces variable results.

The latter is a possibility since

often more elk were pushed to the vicinity of the upper traps than the
traps would accommodate.

In these cases, the forerunners were allowed

to pass through the gates and the remainder were turned back.
Table 13. Classification from each trap;
unpublished N.P.S. records).
Trap

Total
Number
Trapped

winter of 1963-64.

Number and Percent
of Each Class
Bulls
Cows
Calves
No.
^
No.
^
No.
96

(From

Calf:Cow
Ratio

Slough Creek

957

98

(1 0 .2 )

504

(52.7 )

355

Little Buffalo

219

12

( 5 .5 ) 112

(51.1 )

95

Gardiner

475

48

(1 0 .1 ) 298

(52.T)

129

(2 7 .2 ) 43.3:100

Stephens Creek

308

46

(14.9)

179

(58.1 )

83

(27.0 ) 46.4:100

1959

204

(10.k) 1093

(55.8)

662

Totals

(37.1 ) 70.4:100
(43.4)

(33.8 )

84.8:100

60.6:100

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1.

This study, enqphasizing movements and distribution of

individually marked elk on their winter range, was conducted during
Jemueury, February, and Msirch, 1964 as a preliminary phase of extensive
investigations of movements, concentrations, and migrations of the
northern herd over its entire range.
2.

During the winter of 1962-63 and 1963-64, 885 elk were

herded into traps by helicopters, marked with durable, individually
coded colleirs, and releaned for study.

Three hundred eleven were

marked the first winter and 574 the second.
3 . The colored flagging material used in the collars was

highly visible and could readily be seen from the ground or air.
The dominant color indicated the trap in which the elk had been
marked and could be distinguished at distances up to one and onehalf miles.

Individual identifications could be made at about one-

half mile under optimum conditions.
4.

Based on re-traps of elk which were originally marked in

1962 -6 3 , it is probably that slightly over ten percent of the elk

marked the first winter had lost their collars during the summer.
5 . Thirty percent of the elk marked in 1962-63 were

identilied in the field at least once after returning to the winter
range the following winter.

About twenty-five percent of the elk

marked in 1963-64 were identified in the field the same winter.
Many elk were identified more than once for a total of 333 individual
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Qk

identifications of 231 elk.

Trapping and re-trapping of the field

identified elk increased to 5^9 the number of individual identifi
cations and subsequent known locations from which movements were
plct^ed.
6.

Individual identifications of elk released from the

Slough Creek and Little Buffalo traps indicated that nearly all
movements took place toward the northwest, to concentration areas
north of the Yellowstone River.

No elk from these traps were ob

served south of the Yellowstone River during the study period.
Distances moved from release to the farthest known position varied
from less than one mile to as far as 21 miles, with 60 percent of
the marked elk moving no more than six miles.
7*

The majority of individually identified elk released

from the Gardiner and Stephens Creek traps were identified in the
near vicinity of the traps.
stone River.

None were observed north of the Yellow

Seventy-seven percent of the elk released from these

traps and later identified in the field were within three miles of
the trap sites.
8.

Eighty-one percent of all elk marked in 1962-63 and

individually identified the following winter were observed within
five miles of the original trap site.
9.

No elk were observed north of the Park boundary before

the last week of February.

All elk identified on areas north of

the Dark had been marked at the Slough Creek or Little Buffalo traps.
None were observed more than three miles from the boundary during
the study period.
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10.

Elk marked at the Slough Creek and Little Buffalo traps

were never observed in association with elk marked in the Gardiner
and Stephens Creek traps anywhere on the winter range during the study
period.
11.

Radio tracking of an instrumented elk provided a more

detailed picture of movement than could be obtained from individual
identifications of marked elk.

(Die instrumented elk moved about four

miles from the Slough Creek trap to the vicinity of the Little Buffalo
trap during a twenty-four hour period.

It then moved to the Hell

roaring drainage and remained there during forty of the fifty-four
tracking days, with most daily movements not exceeding one-half mile.
12.

Periodic flights were the most satisfactory method of

determining general elk distribution and the location of marked elk.
Aerial fixes provided aun accurate method by which the location of the
instrumented elk could be determined.
1 3 . Snow did not become crusted to the extent that feeding

was severely hampered at any time during the study period.
larly pawed through
14.

sls

much as 32 inches of snow

to

Elk regu

feed.

Herd composition counts made during the study period,

when compared to those from various sources, indicate an increased
productivity since the reduction of 1961-62.

It is probable that

composition based on trapped elk is subject to variability resulting
from trapping technique.
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APPENDIX
Die Marking System^
Collar Construction
One-half inch braided polyethylene rope (available from Puritan
Cordage Mills, Inc., Marine Division, Louisville 6, Kentucky) is first
cut into thirty-eight inch lengths. Hog rings (size #3) are then
clamped onto the rope about one-fourth inch from the ends which are
then burned back to prevent raveling.

Colored Saflag (available from

the Safety Flag Company of America, Pawtucket, Rhode Island) is then
cut into three by nine inch pieces and strung through the braid of the
rope and secured in place with hog rings.

A centrally-placed flag

designates the year that the elk was marked;

four flags of the same

color, two on each side of the year-marked flag, designate trap site;
and two additional flags of various colors provide the individual code
when read in conjunction with area flag and rope color.

The collars

are completed by overlapping the ends approximately six inches and
securing them with four hog rings.

A numbered pendant is attached at

the overlap to provide additional close range identification and for
contingency use in case a loss of flags occurs.

Die size is temporar

ily reduced for calves with a strong rubber band made from a threeeighths inch section of one-half inch diamter surgical tubing.

As

the band works down toward the pendant and later disintegrates, the

^The marking system was developed by Dr. John J. Craighead
and Mr. Maurice G. Hornocker (unpublished).
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hog rings
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colleu' enlarges to adult size.

Figure 19 shows details of con

struction.

Mechanics of the System
Bie number of individual combinations which can be obtained
is dependent upon the number and arrangement of the various colored
flags and the different colors of rope used.
used: red (R), green (g ), white

(w),

Six flag colors were

blue (B), yellow (y ), and black

(Bk). All were used for area flags,but the relatively poor visi
bility of black precluded its use as a code flag.
By combining pairs of all of

the colors except black, the

following twenty-five combinations are possible:
GR
GW
GB
GY

RG
RVf
RB
RY

WR
WG
WB
WY

BR
BG
3W
BY

YR
YG
YW
YB

RR
GG
WW
YY
B3

Although the same two colors may be used twice, as RG and GR,
the combinations are not duplicated as the arrangement on the collar
(one "above" the other) serves to separate them.
Bie basic twenty-five possible combinations is doubled by
using the same combination twice, first on the left and then on the
right side.

!Rie paired collars are made exactly alike but the color

code is reversed from right to left when placed on the elk's neck.
These fifty combinations can then be multiplied by using them
with area flags of a different color.

Since there are six Saflag

colors, any of which can be used for area, the fifty can be increased
to 300 (6 X 50).
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These 300 can be further multiplied by employing rope color.
They can be combined with as many rope colors as are suitable or
available.

White and yellow rope is readily available with red, blue,

a combination of red/yellow, and others being available on special
request.

If five rope colors are used, a total of I5OO (5 X 300) in

dividually coded collsLrs can be constructed.

2
Basic
possible

5

x
X

2
Left
and
Right

x

6
X

x

Area
Flag
Colors

5
X

=

*

Rope
Color

1500
=

Individual
combinations

The same 1500 possible combinations can be used in subsequent
years without duplication by changing the centrally placed year-marked
flag.
Field identification becomes progressively more complex as
combinations are increased by using rope colors.

If 300 or fewer

combinations are required then identification need not involve rope
color.

Pendant numbers do not multiply the code possibilities.

